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Abstract. When it comes to Engineering-To-Order (ETO) products, neither the 

exact number nor the form of the components in them can be predefined. Thus, 

existing assembly models and generative design techniques are not adequate to 

support development of design automation tools for ETO products. ETO 

companies usually use custom libraries with past case designs that are adjusted 

to a customer's requirements. This method is not cost effective and it is prone to 

human errors. In this work, we present the Automatic Assembly Synthesis Model 

(AASM), connecting a Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) system and a CAD 

system to automate routine design tasks for ETO mechanical products. 

Keywords: Automatic Synthesis; Assembly Features; Assembly Model. 

1   Introduction 

Today, in the context of a globalized market, customers have high demands for 

products that are tailored to their individual needs and are offered at a price that is very 

close to that of mass-produced products. Engineering-To-Order (ETO) companies offer 

to their clients products that are tailored to their needs. These companies are forced to 

reduce costs and lead time to gain an advantage over the competition. A major cost 

factor for ETO companies is the time required for the product to be designed and 

engineered, and for manufacturing drawings to be published and launched to the shop 

floor. In most cases, these companies have a number of premade 3D models (and the 

corresponding manufacturing drawings) and modify them to adjust the dimensions, the 

function and/or the aesthetics of the product to the customer requirements. 

Unfortunately, this method is prone to human errors, and these errors may create extra 

remanufacturing costs. An ETO company would gain a significant advantage by using 

a tool that would create automatically 3D assembly models for its products. Today, 

CAD systems can be used to partially automate some routine design operations when 

these are combined with generative modeling methodologies [1,2]. However, this kind 

of tools can be used only in situations where all component configurations in the final 
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product are known. Often this is not true, as many ETO companies prefer more flexible 

approaches to product configuration, employing, e.g., Knowledge Based Engineering 

(KBE) systems or Rule Based Management Systems (RBMS). These systems can be 

employed to effectively capture knowledge by storing technical guidelines, relations, 

facts [3], "best practices", and even a company’s commercial and business rules. 

However, on the side of CAD systems a major limitation remains: it is extremely 

difficult to have pre-defined 3D assembly models matching all possible product 

configurations implied by a KBE system. Thus, this research proposes development of 

a routine-design automation tool that will create any 3D assembly model from scratch 

by synthesizing appropriate components. Since existing assembly modeling methods 

are not well suited for design automation procedures, we present, in this work, the 

Automatic Assembly Synthesis Model (AASM), a method to link a KBE system and a 

CAD system.  

2   Literature Review 

2.1   Assembly Models & Assembly Features 

According to Demoly et al [4], Assembly Modeling deals with the definition of an 

informational product model including all product components and the related 

relationship information. In [5], we present an extensive review of the related research 

of the last 15 years, making clear that current assembly models are not adequate for 

automating assembly procedures. Existing assembly models, like the OAM [6], the 

AREP [7], the FGT [8], or those discussed in [9,10], do not present a method to 

support transfer of product configuration information, from a KBE or RBS system to a 

CAD system, in a way that would facilitate automatic assembly synthesis. Thus, we 

focus, in this paper, on exactly presenting an assembly model and methodology 

appropriate for automatic assembly synthesis for ETO products. 

 

In feature-based product modeling, the Assembly Feature (AF) is an important 

concept describing relationships and interaction regions between parts, however, 

currently there is no unified definition for it [11]. In [9], an AF is defined as an 

information carrier for assembly-specific information. In [8], an AF is defined as a pair 

of geometry features restricted by a specific assembly constraint. According to [12], an 

AF represents a region of a component that is of interest in the assembly context. In 

[6], an AF specifies relationships in a pair of assembled components. In [13], an AF is 

defined as an association between two form features which are on different parts. In 

[14], an AF is defined as a generic "solution" referring to two groups of parts that need 

to be related by a relationship to solve a design problem. In [15], mating features are 

defined as those features that comprise mating relations between parts to be assembled. 

In [16,17], a method that simplifies complex products to achieve a virtual assembly 

modeling process in real time is presented. Here, form features are defined as generic 

shapes useful in computer-aided design applications, and assembly features are the 

connections between form features. In [7], an AF is defined as a property of an 

Assembly Unit (AU) providing assembly related information. An AU can be a sub-



assembly, a component or an envelope. Envelopes are volumes within which parts and 

sub-assemblies are to be designed. In [18], the following concepts are presented: a) 

Design Spaces, which are simplified objects defining the area that will be occupied by 

each component when the detail design phase will be completed. b) Constraints, which 

describe, in an algebraic manner, the kinematic relationships between design spaces. c) 

Interface Features, which are geometric entities that are used as connection interfaces 

between Constraints and Design Spaces. d) Layout Components: These are produced 

by combinations of Design Spaces with Interface Features. e) Connection Features: 

These are detailed form features that are designed by the designer and aim to 

implement the corresponding Interface Features. This methodology has as a priority to 

ensure the kinematic functionality of the assembly before proceeding to the detailed 

geometric design of individual components. Xu et al. [11] present the concept of 

Interaction Features Pair (IFP) describing how components interact with each other at 

the assembly creation stage. In [19], the authors propose a Feature-based design 

method, that focuses on modeling complex relations among features. Four kinds of 

features are proposed: a) Conceptual Features, b) Assembly Features (AFs), c) 

Component Basic Features, and d) Component Detail Features. Ma et al. [20–22] 

introduce the concept of Associative Features which are features that cannot be 

represented using conventional features. An example is the cooling channels in a mold, 

which are represented as CAD solids called "cooling solids". Thus, cooling channels 

are easily created by applying the solid-modeling subtract operator on the cooling 

solids and the initial mold. Dixon [23] presents a system that automatically identifies 

AFs. First, the user teaches the system interactively by examples of AFs. These AFs 

are then used as "standards" by the system to identify AFs in assembly models that are 

saved in a neutral format (e.g., STEP). Kim et al., [24] introduce a formalism and 

associated tools to capture joining relations in assemblies. In this work, a Mating 

Feature is defined as a set of component geometric-entities used to assemble parts. In 

[25], the use of assembly features in standard parts (e.g. bolts, nuts etc) is proposed. In 

[26], Connection Features are functional relationships representing the internal degrees 

of freedom that the corresponding form features must have, to implement a specific 

connection type. In [27], a system for supporting rapid assembly modeling of standard 

parts is presented. The system is based on the concept of Typical Assembly Feature 

(TAF), defined as a geometric element of a component which can constrain and orient 

this component in an assembly. Singh and Bettig [28] have presented the concept of 

"assembly ports" as a method to embed assembly information into the part model in 

order to automate the process of applying mating constraints. An assembly port is 

defined to be a group of one or more low-level geometric entities, such as faces, edges, 

or centerlines, that undergo mating constraints in order to join parts in a CAD 

assembly. In [29,30], the authors propose a framework method to integrate assembly 

modeling and simulation based on Assembly Feature Pairs. An Assembly Feature Pair 

consists of form-feature pairs containing information on assembly behaviors. 

2.2   “Half” Assembly Constraints 

Most contemporary CAD systems have tools implementing the concept of "half" 

assembly constraints, e.g., in PTC Creo they are called Component Interfaces [31], in 



 

 

Autodesk Inventor they are called iMates [32], etc. These tools allow the designer to 

store assembly constraints, in advance, in each component, during the design phase. 

These tools aim to cut down the time a user spends to assemble components. However, 

mere use of these tools alone cannot fully automate assembly synthesis, because of the 

lack of any information about the requested assembly's structure. In the present AASM 

model the concept of "half" constraints has been integrated as a fundamental block into 

the concept of Assembly Feature (AF). By integrating the concept of “half” constraints, 

in the form of the Semi-Constraint object, into the AASM model, we provide a 

framework that can fully automate the assembly synthesis procedure. This way, 3D 

part models, that have not been designed together in an assembly, can be automatically 

connected if they contain compatible AFs. 

3   The Automatic Assembly Synthesis Model (AASM) 

The design automation procedure, proposed here, is based on the use of 

“generative part models” which generate the part instances that compose the desired 

3D assembly. A generative part model differs from a single geometric part-model. 

While a geometric part model has fixed dimensions and features, the generative part 

model is a generic representation of the part and it is used to create instances with 

varying form and dimensions. Generative part models also contain special form 

features that are used as connection ports, named Assembly Features (AFs).  

The Automatic Assembly Synthesis Model (AASM) includes two major 

components: The Schematic Assembly Model (SAM) and the Intermediate Assembly 

Model (IAM); see Fig. 1. The Schematic Assembly Model is a preliminary model that 

converts the structural rules, that are stored within a KBE system (e.g., in an 

IF...THEN...ELSE form), into an object-oriented assembly-structure form that 

functions as a configuration rule guiding the automatic assembly synthesis procedure. 

The SAM contains information on the structure of the desired 3D assembly and the 

connection types that must be applied on corresponding components. The SAM does 

not contain detailed information regarding how these connections will be implemented 

at the 3D geometry level in the CAD system. The IAM is an augmented 

implementation of the SAM. The IAM is based on the SAM regarding assembly 

structure information but it does also contain detailed information specifying which 

Assembly Features of each component must be used for the 3D assembly to be created. 

 

 

Fig. 1. AASM Model 

 

In short, the SAM describes the assembly that the KBE system requires and the 

IAM represents the corresponding 3D assembly model that the CAD system will 



create. The separation between initial description and final implementation is one of 

the major attributes of AASM making it adequate for automatic synthesis of complex 

assemblies with significant variation in their configurations. Dividing AASM into two 

sub-models (SAM and IAM) results also into an increased flexibility, when it comes to 

implementation of a Design Automation tool for large teams of designers.  

3.1 Assembly Feature (AF): A New Definition for the Automatic Assembly 

Synthesis Model 

In this work, Assembly Feature is a graphical formation of the 3D component 

model that functions as a connection port allowing parts with compatible Assembly 

Features to be automatically connected. AFs are created by the designer during the 

design of each generative part model and are represented in an object-oriented manner 

within the AASM. An Assembly Feature is composed of graphical entities, which can 

be either B-Rep entities (like: vertices, edges or faces) or datum graphical objects (like: 

points, axes or planes) or a combination of these. These graphical entities will be 

matched, using specific assembly constraints, with the corresponding entities of the 

associated AF. Matching of these entities is achieved through embedded information in 

the form of attributes within the B-Rep model. Each of the entities forming an AF also 

includes a number of Assembly Feature Attribute Pairs (AFAP); see Fig. 2. Each 

AFAP contains a reference to its parent graphical entity and to the type of a Semi-

Constraint that must be used. Entities with compatible AFAPs are automatically 

matched via a matching algorithm. Compatible AFAPs are considered these that 

contain references to graphical entities of the same type and identical Semi-Constraint 

types. A Semi-Constraint is a special type of assembly constraint. Semi-Constraints are 

a way to define assembly constraints and assign them to the part model before 

assembling it into an assembly. A Semi-Constraint is the "half" of an assembly 

constraint and is added to each of the corresponding components independently. Two 

Semi-Constraints have to be combined to form a complete assembly constraint. A 

Semi-Constraint is a label stored as attribute within the corresponding part of the B-

Rep model. It is the CAD system that implements these labels by changing the position 

and orientation of the components. In most contemporary CAD systems, each part 

model and each assembly model has its own coordinate system. The position of a 

component within an assembly is specified by matching the position and the 

orientation of the component's coordinate system relatively to the coordinate system of 

the assembly. The definition and/or the change of position of a component within an 

assembly are controlled by Transformation Matrices. Every movement or rotation of a 

part is translated into transformation of these matrices so that they define the new 

position and orientation of the part.  

 



 

 

 

Fig. 2. Assembly Features and Assembly Features Attribute Pairs 

 

Three are the types of AFs used here: Form Assembly Features (FAFs), 

Skeleton Assembly Features (SAFs) and Composite Assembly Features (CAFs). Form 

Assembly Features (FAF) are these AFs that totally coincide with a corresponding 

form feature. Skeleton Assembly Features (SAF) are Assembly Features formed by 

auxiliary geometric entities like Planes, Axes and Points. SAFs can be used to 

represent a connection between parts when adequate FAFs are not present. Composite 

Assembly Features are used when the corresponding form feature that will be used as 

connection port does not provide all the necessary B-Rep entities to implement the 

connection. In these situations, auxiliary entities are used to complete the geometric 

description of the connection. The scope of most AFs is limited only at part level, 

meaning that these AFs are used only to connect the related part to other parts. 

However, there are cases where an AF that belongs to a specific component must 

function also as Assembly Feature of a newly-formed sub-assembly, to allow this sub-

assembly to be connected with other components, forming another assembly. For these 

reason, all types of AFs can be declared to be External Assembly Features.   

3.2   AASM: The Schematic Assembly Model (SAM) 

The SAM consists of the SAM Structure object and the SAM Connection Rules 

Collection object (Fig. 3). The SAM Structure is a tree-based hierarchical structure 

object, resulting from the KBE system. The final 3D assembly model, that will be 

automatically synthesized, has to comply with the SAM Structure. This is the 

substantial difference between the SAM Structure object, presented in this work, and 

the previous approaches in the literature where tree-based hierarchical structures are 

used to describe the structure of an assembly after this is constructed by the CAD user 

[33–36]. The SAM Structure contains only information on what components are 

included in the assembly. Information about the connection relations between 

components is stored in the SAM Connection Rules Collection. Each row of the SAM 

Connection Rules Collection (Fig. 3) represents a SAM Connection Rule. The ":" 

symbol is used to represent the relation between the related objects. The SAM 



Connection Rule is an object-oriented representation of the relationship between two 

components linked together with a kinematic relationship called "Kinematic Pair". A 

component can be either a part or an assembly. The SAM Component is the base class 

for the SAM Part and SAM Assembly objects that derive from it. The SAM Part object 

represents a component that cannot be decomposed into components and the SAM 

Assembly object represents an assembly or a sub-assembly. Each SAM Component 

child instance object has member variables, numerical or boolean, named as Attributes, 

that control the form and the dimensions of the corresponding generative part model 

instance. 

Chen et al [33,37] propose six kinematic pair types: Prismatic Pair, Revolute 

Pair, Screw Pair, Cylindrical Pair, Spherical Pair and Planar Pair. Demoly et al [4] 

propose ten kinematic pairs: Rigid, Revolute, Prismatic, Screw, Cylindrical, Spherical, 

Planar, Point-contact, Line-contact and Curve-contact. Finally Csabai et al [18] 

propose fourteen kinematic relations: Distance, Spherical, In-plane, In-line, On-

cylinder, Mate, Align, Cylindrical, Co-directional, Revolute, Prismatic, Universal, 

Screw and Rigid. In this work, the role of the SAM Kinematic Pairs differs 

significantly from previous approaches. A SAM Kinematic Pair provides a description 

of the relative motion existing between two components. A SAM Kinematic Pair does 

not contain information on how this kinematic relationship can be implemented in the 

3D assembly model. This kind of information is provided by the IAM, which will de 

described in Section 3.3. In this work, the AASM uses seven SAM Kinematic Pairs: 

Rigid, Prismatic, Spherical, Cylindrical, Contact, Angular and Insert (Table 1). The 

Rigid, Prismatic, Spherical and Cylindrical kinematic pairs are adopted from 

[4,18,33]. The Contact kinematic pair is added instead of a Planar since it can better 

describe the contact between planar and cylindrical faces. The Insert kinematic pair is 

added because it can better describe bolted connections and bearing-shaft type 

relations. Finally, the Angular kinematic pair is added to represent very common 

situations of angular relationships in mechanical assemblies like hinge-type 

connections.   

 

Fig. 3. The Schematic Assembly Model consists of the SAM_Structure and the 

SAM_Connection Rules Collection 



 

 

Table 1 - Kinematic Pairs 

Kinematic Pair Description 

 Rigid 

Two components cannot be moved 

relatively to each other. These situations occur 

for example if these components are welded, 

bolt connected, pressed to fit together or other 

components prevent them to move. 

 

Prismatic 
One component can slide relatively to 

another. 

 

Cylindrical 

A cylindrical component (e.g. a shaft) is 

placed coaxially on cylindrical features (e.g. 

sliding bearings) of another component. 

 

Angular 
"Hinge" type connection between two 

components. 

 

Insert 

One component is inserted into hole/socket 

features of the second component e.g. a bolt 

inserted into a hole. 

 

Spherical 
Two components share a virtually common 

centre. 

 
Contact 

Two components are in contact at a line. 

This connection type is usually combined with 

other connection types. It could be used to 

indicate contact between two planar surfaces, 

or between two cylindrical surfaces, or 

between a planar and a cylindrical surface. 

 

By dividing the SAM into two parts (SAM Structure and SAM Connection Rules 

Collection) the model is better suited for cases where the same components with 

different connection rules can produce different valid assemblies.  

3.3   AASM: The Intermediate Assembly Model (IAM) 

The Intermediate Assembly Model (IAM) fills the informational gap between 

SAM and the implemented 3D-CAD assembly model. IAM contains all the 

information on how components can be connected. IAM is created in four steps: 



During the first step, the initial structure of the IAM, based on the SAM, is created. For 

each SAM Component a corresponding IAM Component is created, and for each SAM 

Connection Rule an IAM Components Association object is created. An IAM 

Component is the base object for the IAM Assembly and IAM Part objects which are 

derived from it. An IAM Assembly object represents either a 3D sub-assembly that is 

part of a larger assembly (sub-assembly) or the final 3D assembly. An IAM Part object 

represents a component that cannot be further decomposed into components. Each 

instance of the IAM Part class includes a member function that is connected with the 

corresponding generative part model. During the second step, this member function 

generates all the corresponding 3D part model instances, but the IAM does not yet 

contain the information on how these part models should be connected to form a 3D 

assembly. This information is obtained during the third step (Fig. 4) where the IAM 

Component Associations objects, created at the first step, are completed with 

information on the AFs that will be used to form the corresponding connections in the 

3D assembly.  

 

 

Fig. 4. Step 2: Generation of 3D Part Models 

 

During the third step, all 3D part models, created at the second step, are scanned 

and pairs of compatible AFs are associated through an Assembly Feature Association 

object (AFA). For each compatible AF pair found, a new AFA object is created. The 

created AFAs are then associated with the corresponding IAM Component Association 

objects. An AFA object contains references to each of the associated Assembly 

Features and to a number of Assembly Feature Attribute Pair Associations (AFAPA). 

An AFAPA is formed by two matched Assembly Feature Attribute Pairs (AFAP) (Fig. 

5). This step completes construction of IAM (Fig. 6). 

During the fourth step, Component Association objects (created in Step 1) are 

checked for compatibility to the corresponding SAM Connection Rules. Compatibility 

between a SAM Connection Rule and a Component Association object is confirmed 

through the compatibility between the SAM Kinematic Pairs and the Assembly Feature 

Attribute Pairs that implement them. 



 

 

 

Fig. 5. AF Association 

 

 

Fig. 6. Step 3: AF Association  



In Table 2, we present SAM Kinematic Pairs and AFAPs that implement them. Besides 

compatibility checks, connectability checks should also take place [28]. Connectability 

refers to the ability of two parts to become connected without the occurrence of "solid-

solid interference". For connectabilty checks, an algorithm, based on CAD tools for 

interference and collision detection, is used. 

 

Table 2 - Kinematic Pairs and implementations using AFAPs 

 Kinematic Pair Assembly Feature Attribute Pairs 

Implementation 

 
Rigid 

Any combination of AFAPs that remove all the 

degrees of freedom between two components, e.g: 

 three “Plane : Coplanar” AFAPs. 

 or two “Plane : Coplanar” plus one “Plane : Align”  

AFAPs. 

 or one “Plane : Coplanar”  plus two “Plane : 

Align” AFAPs. 

 or three “Edge : Align” AFAPs , etc. 

 

Prismatic 

Any combination of AFAPs that allows only one- 

directional linear movement, e.g.: 

 two “Plane : Coplanar” AFAPs.  

 or two “ Edge : Align” AFAPs. 

 or a combination of the above two. 

 

Cylindrical An “Axis : Align” AFAP. 

 

Angular 

A combination of: 

 one “Axis : Align” AFAP plus one “Surface : 

Angle” AFAP. 

 or one “Edge : Align” AFAP plus one “Surface : 

Angle” AFAP. 

 
Insert 

Any combination of AFAPs that leaves only one 

rotational degree of freedom remaining, e.g.: 

 one “Plane : Coplanar” and one “Axis : Align” 

AFAPs.  

 or one “Plane : Align” and one “Axis : Align” 

AFAPs. 

 

Spherical 

All linear movement degrees of freedom are 

removed, all rotational degrees of freedom 

remaining: 

 one “Point : Coincidence” AFAP. 

 

Contact A “Surface : Tangent” AFAP. 



 

 

4   Implementation of the Automatic Assembly Synthesis Model 

To test the effectiveness of the AASM, this has been implemented in a software 

system automating the synthesis of elevator-car 3D assembly models. This system 

includes four major components: a) a commercial Rule Based System (IBM's ILOG), 

b) a commercial database system (Microsoft SQL Server), c) a commercial 3D CAD 

system (Autodesk Inventor) and d) the present Automatic Assembly Synthesis Model 

(AASM), developed as a CAD add-in, named as CabinsKBE, materializing this design 

automation workflow: [a] The customer's order is passed as input to the Rule Based 

System (RBS). [b] The RBS produces a detailed description for the elevator car, which 

is stored in the database. [c] The CAD system, extended with the CabinsKBE add-in, 

retrieves the stored configuration from the database, creates the corresponding SAM 

and IAM, generates all required 3D parts and, finally, synthesizes them into the 3D 

assembly. 

CabinsKBE has managed to successfully assemble various types of elevator 

cars. Fig. 7A presents an example of a panoramic-car assembly model synthesized by 

the present software. For this model, CabinsKBE created: 30 SAM and IAM 

Component instances, 69 SAM Connection Rules and IAM Components Associations, 

and 138 AFs. Fig. 7B presents an example of a goods passenger car. For this assembly 

the AASM software created: 20 SAM and IAM Component instances, 23 SAM 

Connection Rules and IAM Components Associations, and 42 AFs. In both cases, all 

components were generated and then synthesized, into the desired assembly, by 

CabinsKBE in a fully automatic mode. 

 

 

Fig. 7. A Panoramic Car (A) and a Passenger Elevator Car (B) Automatically Synthesized 

using CabinsKBE. 

5  Discussion - Conclusions 

When it comes to Engineering-To-Order (ETO) products (e.g., products for which 

neither the number nor the form of components can be standardized), existing CAD 

tools and automation methodologies are not capable to support full automation of 

routine design procedures. The Automatic Assembly Synthesis Model (AASM), 

described above, has been shown adequate to: fill the communication gap between 

KBE (and/or Rules Based Systems [RBS]) and CAD systems, support automatic 



assembly synthesis, and construct valid 3D assembly models. The substantial features 

of AASM are its dual structure and the use of Assembly Features as they are redefined 

here. The dual structure of AASM makes it adequate to represent (a) the configuration 

structure implied by a KBE or a RBS system and (b) the specific assembly 

implementing this configuration. The effectiveness of the AASM model has been 

tested in a design automation system developed for elevator cars. The implemented 

system, at Kleemann Hellas SA, decreased significantly the time spent to process each 

car order. For example, the design time for a panoramic elevator car was reduced from 

six hours, when generative techniques and pre-designed assembly models are used, to 

fifteen minutes with the implemented AASM (CabinsKBE) software. Other benefits 

were that costs caused by human errors were eliminated and lead times for product 

delivery were significantly reduced. 
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